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Summary
A great deal of effort has been expended to improve the amplitude reliability of migration. The similarity of reverse time migration (RTM) to the gradient of full waveform inversion (FWI) indicates that preserved amplitude RTM can help improve FWI. We develop the theoretical derivation of an improved gradient for FWI based on common shot preserved amplitude RTM. We validate our approach on the Marmousi II model and the Chevron SEG 2014 dataset, showing that it significantly improves the convergence rate of FWI.

Introduction
The connection between migration and the gradient of FWI was identified early in the history of FWI (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola, 1984). This connection is particularly valid concerning reflected waves but much less for diving waves. Indeed, while diving waves are generally muted in depth migration they are critical for the success of FWI (Pratt, 1999). This, in addition to the non-linear aspect of FWI, implies that FWI cannot fully reduce to a migration plus a stratigraphic inversion. We can, however, still find some interesting cross-fertilizations between them.

In migration, an aspect that has been studied in particular in the past has been amplitude preservation. Within ray+Born and ray+Kirchhoff approximations, accurate and efficient migration/inversion formulae have been proposed and adopted by the industry (Beylkin, 1985; Bleistein, 1987; Jin et al., 1992). More recently, these have been extended to wave equation migration (Zhang et al., 2007) and RTM (Zhang and Sun, 2009). Considering that RTM and FWI share the same wave modelling engine, can we take advantage of these approaches for FWI?

Zhang et al. (2014) proposed a first approach derived from angle domain preserved amplitude RTM, which allows to compute impedances and velocity perturbations. The use of angle domain RTM allows to separate impedance and velocity but also makes the method expensive in 3D (Xu et al., 2011; Duveneck, 2013), especially considering the iterative relaxation approach used by FWI.

As an alternative, easier to implement in 3D, we derive an improved expression of the FWI gradient based on a shot domain preserved amplitude RTM. Among other potential applications, we validate our approach for FWI.

We begin with a description of shot domain preserved amplitude RTM. We then derive the inversion formula to estimate the velocity perturbation based on the Born approximation. Next, we discuss potential applications of our approach, in particular describing how the method can be incorporated into an FWI workflow using reflected data to provide iterated velocity model updates. Finally, we show results from the Marmousi II dataset and the Chevron SEG 2014 FWI blind test dataset to demonstrate that our approach can speed up the convergence relative to conventional FWI.

Theory
Let us consider a designatured shot record \( d(x_s,y_s,t;x_i) \) where \((x_s,y_s)\) is the receiver position at the surface, \(t\) is time and \(x_i\) is the shot position. Common shot RTM (Zhang and Sun, 2009) consists in taking the zero time-lag cross-correlation of the forward and backward wavefields, \( p_F \) and \( p_B \), respectively, namely:

\[
R(x) = \int dt p_F(x,t;x) p_B(x,t;x) \tag{1}
\]

where \( R(x) \) is the reflectivity and \( x \) the position in the migrated image. In the acoustic isotropic assumption the forward propagated source wavefield, \( p_F \), satisfies:

\[
\left( \frac{1}{v^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - \rho \frac{1}{v^2} \nabla \nabla \right) p_F(x,t;x) = \delta(x-x_s) \delta(t), \tag{2}
\]

and the backward propagated receiver wavefield, \( p_B \), satisfies:

\[
\left( \frac{1}{v^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - \rho \frac{1}{v^2} \nabla \nabla \right) p_B(x,t;x) = 0, \tag{3}
\]

where \( v = v(x) \) and \( \rho = \rho(x) \) denote the velocity and the density, respectively.

The high frequency asymptotic expressions of \( p_F \) and \( p_B \) given in terms of source and receiver traveltimes and amplitudes are:

\[
p_F(x_i,\omega;x_s) = \frac{S A_i}{\sqrt{\rho}} e^{i\omega \tau}, \tag{4}
\]

and:

\[
p_B(x_i,\omega;x_s) = \int dx 2i\omega \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{S A_i}{\sqrt{\rho}} d(x_i,y,\tau_i;x_s) e^{i\omega \tau} \tag{5}
\]

where \( \tau_i = \tau_i(x_i,x_s) \) and \( \tau_s = \tau_s(x_s,x_i) \) are the traveltimes from the source and receiver to the subsurface point, respectively; \( A_i = A_i(x_i,x_s) \) and \( A_s = A_s(x_s,x_i) \) are the amplitudes of the Green’s functions from the source and receiver to the subsurface point, respectively; \( S = S(\omega) \) is the signature of the Green’s function which depends on the dimension of the propagation; the bar over the function denotes complex conjugate.
For a reference velocity, \( v_0 \), \( \delta \hat{v}(\mathbf{x}) = v - v_0 \) denotes the velocity perturbation. For the case with no density perturbation, the perturbed wavefield, \( \hat{\phi} \), satisfies the Born approximation:

\[
\left( \frac{1}{v^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - \rho \nabla^2 \right) \hat{\phi}(\mathbf{x}; t; \mathbf{x}_s) = \frac{2\delta \hat{v}}{v_0^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \hat{p}(\mathbf{x}; t; \mathbf{x}_s)
\]

Using the method developed by Beylkin (1985) or Bleistein et al. (2001), we can express the perturbed velocity model as a summation over the perturbed wavefield:

\[
\delta \hat{v}(\mathbf{x}) = \frac{2v_0}{\pi \rho} \int dx_s d\omega \frac{\partial \tau}{\partial z} \cos^3 \theta \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \hat{\phi}(\mathbf{x}_s; \omega; \mathbf{x}_s)
\]

(7)

where \( \theta = \theta(\mathbf{x}_s; \mathbf{x}_r) \) is the reflection angle; \( G_r = G(\mathbf{x}_s; \omega; \mathbf{x}_r) \) and \( G_s = G(\mathbf{x}_s; \omega; \mathbf{x}_s) \) are the Green’s functions. We only present the formula in 3D.

Employing \( \hat{\phi} \) instead of the data record \( d \) in the backward propagation of RTM in equation (3), and substituting relations (4) and (5) into equation (7), we can rearrange equation (7) into the following inversion formula:

\[
\delta \hat{v}(\mathbf{x}) = \frac{v_0^3}{2\pi \rho} \int d\omega i \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \nabla p_s \cdot \nabla p_s + p_s \nabla^2 p_s \hat{p}_r
\]

The denominator in (8) is the same as in the deconvolution imaging condition of RTM. It requires applying some stabilization (Guitton et al., 2007). In practice, we use:

\[
\hat{p}_r \cdot \hat{p}_r = \langle \hat{p}_r \hat{p}_r \rangle + \varepsilon(\mathbf{x})
\]

(9)

where \( \langle \ldots \rangle \) is a spatial smoothing operator with suitable smoothing windows, and \( \varepsilon \) is an additive damping factor which depends on the subsurface location.

Our approach is close to the one developed by Zhang et al. (2014), who in addition considered the case of a density perturbation. Except for this, the main difference is that our approach is based on a common shot RTM implementation which is simpler and less computational intensive than a common angle RTM.

Applications

The first straightforward application of our approach is FWI. Indeed, in conventional FWI (Tarantola, 1984) using the steepest descent method, at each iteration the velocity is updated in the gradient direction of the least-squares cost function:

\[
E(\delta \hat{v}) = \| \hat{\phi}(\mathbf{x}_s; t; \mathbf{x}_s) \|^2
\]

(10)

We propose to modify this standard implementation of FWI by replacing the gradient direction with the velocity perturbation computed from (8). We still use an optimal scalar to minimize the cost function (10) by a step-length calculation on the extracted current velocity perturbation. We iterate until convergence.

Our approach helps the conventional FWI on convergence, especially at high frequencies. A good initial model is important. The high definition tomography (Guillaume et al., 2012) and conventional low frequency FWI can be used to build the initial model for our approach.

The importance of introducing a density or a pseudo-density term in FWI has been frequently highlighted (for example, Plessix et al., 2013). The fact that our formula (8) does not update the density model appears then as a possible drawback, partly mitigated by firstly the iterative process and secondly the possible use of a predefined velocity to density relationship (such as Gardner’s law) as a constraint. The next challenge will be to introduce a density update into the inversion process (already introduced into ray-based approaches (Forgues and Lambaré, 1997), or even with the angle domain RTM (Zhang et al., 2014), which involves an amplitude versus angle (AVA) analysis.

Meanwhile, there is another potential application of our approach with much less penalization by density, i.e. FWI guided migration velocity analysis (MVA) (Allemand and Lambaré, 2014). In this approach the gradient of FWI is used as a guide for MVA. Since the cost function of MVA is driven only by kinematics, i.e. velocity, our improved FWI gradient appears well suited to replace the ray+Born inversion approximation currently used to guide this MVA. The benefit will be an improved accuracy of the guide, which is important given the heterogeneity of the velocity models normally estimated from FWI guided MVA.

Examples

To demonstrate the reliability and efficiency of our method compared with conventional FWI, we first apply our approach to the synthetic Marmousi II model (Martin et al., 2006). The model is simplified to a constant density isotropic acoustic model. The model is extended laterally and a 500 m thick water layer is added at the top. We show part of it in figure 1(a). The data are generated by finite difference modeling for a marine towed streamer acquisition with offsets ranging from 0 to 3 km. The source function is a Dirac function band-pass filtered within [3,60] Hz. Because every wave propagation program has its own numerical errors, we avoid using the same algorithm in the inversion process as used to simulate the synthetic data; therefore, we use the wave modeling tool from the SEISCOPE consortium to generate the data. High definition tomography is applied to obtain the initial model, figure 1(b). We start our FWI workflow at 4 Hz, a reasonable starting frequency in real data cases. We perform conventional FWI (Ratcliffe et al., 2013) updates in a 4 Hz to 11 Hz multi-scale inversion process. Six frequency ranges are defined and we use 6 iterations in each range. This conventional FWI iterates successfully to
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recover the model shown in figure 1(c), which is close to the true model in figure 1(a). For comparison, we perform our approach on the same frequency ranges in the FWI workflow, but with only 1 iteration in each frequency range. Figure 1(d) shows the result also using seismic data up to 11 Hz. Our approach has performed as well as conventional FWI, with higher resolution than the result in figure 1(c). The improved convergence is also confirmed by the more rapid decrease of the cost functions shown in figure 2(a). We compare three wells in detail in figure 2(b). The preserved amplitude RTM-based FWI matches the true model better than conventional FWI.

Figure 1: Test on Marmousi II model. (a) The true model; (b) Initial model for FWI built from tomography; (c) 11 Hz conventional FWI result using 36 iterations in total; (d) 11 Hz preserved amplitude RTM-based FWI result using 6 iterations in total.

Figure 2: Test on Marmousi II model. (a) Cost functions for the two tests on the first frequency range [0,4] Hz. 1 iteration of RTM-based FWI (red) converges as 3 iterations of conventional FWI (blue). (b) Detailed comparison between true model (black), conventional FWI (red) and RTM-based FWI (blue) at the three well locations indicated as the black lines on figure 1(a).
Figure 3: Test on Chevron/SEG dataset.
(a) Initial velocity model from tomography; (b) Preserved amplitude RTM-based FWI, only 2 iterations; (c) FWI overlaid with the corresponding PreSDM stack.

In fact, given a reliable initial velocity model, we can use significantly less iterations to get a comparable result than the conventional FWI. To confirm this, we apply our approach to the Chevron/SEG 2014 FWI blind test dataset. The dataset consists of 1600 shot gathers with maximum offset of 8000 m. Conventional FWI can obtain an excellent result on this dataset with dozens of iterations (for example, Zhang et al., 2015). Here, to test our method, we build an initial model, figure 3(a), using ray-based tomography starting from the smooth initial velocity model provided by Chevron/SEG. It gives the lowest usable frequency in the seismic data. Then we perform only two iterations using shot domain preserved amplitude RTM, the first up to 10 Hz, the second up to 40 Hz. The result is shown in figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows excellent agreement between inverted velocity and the geological structure. Figure 4 shows the comparison with the well data that were provided with the dataset. The agreement is relatively good for only 2 iterations.

Figure 4: Test on Chevron/SEG dataset. Comparison of well-log velocity (black), FWI velocity (blue) and the initial velocity from tomography (red). The well location is indicated as the black line on figure 3(c).

Conclusions

We have developed a theory of shot domain preserved amplitude RTM to delineate the velocity perturbations of subsurface structures. Combined with the FWI iterative workflow, the method described here could be a useful tool to help conventional FWI for high resolution velocity model building from reflected waves. Examples have shown that the method is reliable and can provide faster convergence than conventional FWI.
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